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a b s t r a c t 

The visual recognition of transitive actions comprising human-object interactions is a key component for 

artificial systems operating in natural environments. This challenging task requires jointly the recogni- 

tion of articulated body actions as well as the extraction of semantic elements from the scene such as 

the identity of the manipulated objects. In this paper, we present a self-organizing neural network for 

the recognition of human-object interactions from RGB-D videos. Our model consists of a hierarchy of 

Grow-When-Required (GWR) networks that learn prototypical representations of body motion patterns 

and objects, accounting for the development of action-object mappings in an unsupervised fashion. We 

report experimental results on a dataset of daily activities collected for the purpose of this study as well 

as on a publicly available benchmark dataset. In line with neurophysiological studies, our self-organizing 

architecture exhibits higher neural activation for congruent action-object pairs learned during training 

sessions with respect to synthetically created incongruent ones. We show that our unsupervised model 

shows competitive classification results on the benchmark dataset with respect to strictly supervised ap- 

proaches. 

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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1. Introduction 

The recognition of transitive actions, i.e., actions that involve

the interaction with an object, represents a key function of the

human visual system for goal inference and social communication.

The study of transitive actions such as grasping and holding has

often been the focus of research in neuroscience and psychology

[1,2] . Nevertheless, this task has remained an open challenge for

computational models of action recognition. 

The ability of computational approaches to reliably recognize

human-object interactions can establish an effective cooperation

between assistive systems and people in real-world scenarios, pro-

moting learning from demonstration in robotic systems [3,4] . Given

the outstanding capability of humans to infer the goal of actions

from the interaction with objects, the biological visual system rep-

resents a source of inspiration for developing computational mod-

els. From the computational perspective, an important question

arises regarding the potential links between the representations
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f body postures and manipulated objects and, in particular, how

hese two representations interact and can be integrated. 

In the visual system, the information about body pose and ob-

ects are processed separately and reside in distinct subcortical ar-

as [5–7] . Neuroscientists have widely studied object and action

erception, with a focus on where and how the visual cortex con-

tructs invariant object representations [8] and how neurons in the

uperior temporal sulcus (STS) area encode actions in terms of pat-

erns of body posture and motion [9,10] . It has been shown that

he identity of the objects plays a crucial role for the complete un-

erstanding of human-object interactions [11] and modulates the

esponse of specific action-selective neurons [12–14] . Yet, little is

nown about the exact neural mechanisms underlying the integra-

ion of actions and objects. 

In this paper, we present a self-organizing neural architecture

hat learns to recognize human-object interactions from RGB-D

ideos. The design of the proposed architecture relies on the fol-

owing assumptions: (i) the visual features of body pose and man-

ade objects are represented in two distinct areas of the brain

5–7] , (ii) input-driven self-organization defines the topological

tructure of specific visual areas in brain [15] , (iii) the represen-

ation of objects and concepts is based on prototypical examples
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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16] , and (iv) the identity of the objects is crucial for the under-

tanding of actions performed by other individuals [11,12] . 

We develop a hierarchical architecture with the use of growing

elf-organizing networks, namely the Grow-When-Required (GWR)

etwork [17] , to learn prototypical representations of actions and

bjects and the resulting action-object mappings in an unsuper-

ised fashion. Growing self-organizing networks have been an ef-

ective model for clustering human motion patterns in terms of

ulti-dimensional flow vectors [18,19] as well as for learning ob-

ect representations without supervision [20] . The generative prop-

rties of this topology of networks make them particularly suitable

or our task when considering a possible generalization of unseen

ction-object pairs. 

The proposed architecture consists of two network streams pro-

essing separately feature representations of body postures and

anipulated objects. A second layer, where the two streams are in-

egrated, combines the information for the development of action–

bject mappings in a self-organized manner. On the basis of pre-

iously reported results in Mici et al. [21] , this work contributes

o improve the architecture design and provides a more in-depth

nalysis for an extended number of experiments. Unlike our previ-

us work, we use the GWR network for all layers including the ob-

ect recognition module for which we employed a self-organizing

ap (SOM) [22] . The reason for this is the considerable impact on

sing a predefined topological structure [23] , especially when hav-

ng as input high-dimensional complex data distributions like per-

eptual representations of objects. In our previous model, an addi-

ional network was used to learn prototypes of temporal activation

rajectories of body poses before the integration phase. However,

he impact on the overall classification accuracy of the network

as marginal, while it introduces more computational complexity. 

We evaluate our architecture with a dataset of RGB-D videos

ontaining daily actions acquired for the purpose of this study as

ell as with a publicly available action benchmark dataset CAD-

20 [24] . We present and discuss our results on both datasets. In

articular, we look into the role of the objects’ identity as a con-

extual information for unambiguously distinguishing between dif-

erent activities, the classification performance of our architecture

n terms of recognition of human-object interaction activities, and

he response of the network when fed with congruent and incon-

ruent action-object pairs. 

. Related work 

One important goal of human activity recognition in machine

earning and computer vision is to automatically detect and ana-

yze human activities from the information acquired from visual

ensing devices such as RGB cameras and range sensors. The lit-

rature suggests a conceptual categorization of human activities

nto four different levels depending on the complexity: gestures,

ctions, interactions, and group activities [25–27] . Gestures are el-

mentary movements of a person’s body part and are the atomic

omponents describing the meaningful motion of a person, e.g.

tretching an arm or raising a leg . Actions are single-person activ-

ties that may be composed of multiple gestures such as walking

nd waving . Interactions are human activities that involve a person

nd one (or more) objects. For instance, a a person making a phone

all is a human-object interaction. Finally, group activities are the

ctivities performed by groups composed of multiple persons or

bjects, e.g. a group having a meeting . 

Understanding human-object interactions requires the integra-

ion of complex relationships between features of human body ac-

ion and object identity. From a computational perspective, it is

ot clear how to link architectures specialized in object recognition

nd motion recognition, e.g., how to bind different types of objects

nd hand/arm movements. Recently, Fleischer et al. [1] proposed
 physiologically inspired model for the recognition of transitive

and-actions such as grasping, placing, and holding. Nevertheless,

his model works with visual data acquired in a constrained en-

ironment, i.e., videos showing a hand grasping balls of different

izes with a uniform background, with the role of the identity of

he object in transitive action recognition being unclear. Similar

odels have been tested in robotics, accomplishing the recognition

f grip apertures, affordances, or hand action classification [3,4] . 

There is a number of techniques applied to the recognition of

uman-object interactions. The most typical approaches are those

hat do not explicitly model the interplay between object recog-

ition and body pose estimation [28–30] . Typically, first, objects

re recognized and activities involving them are subsequently rec-

gnized, by analyzing the objects’ motion trajectories [31] . Yang

t al. [32] proposed a method for learning actions comprising ob-

ect manipulation from demonstrating videos. Their model is able

o distinguish among different power and precision grasps as well

s recognize objects by using a deep neural network architecture.

evertheless, the human action is simply inferred as the action

ith the maximum log-likelihood ratio computed over all possible

rigrams < Object1, Action, Object2 > extracted from the sentences

n the English Gigaword corpus. Pieropan et al. [33] proposed in-

luding action-related audio cues in addition to the spatial relation

mong objects in order to learn object manipulations for the pur-

ose of robot learning by imitation. However, important descriptive

isual features like body motion or fine-grained cues like the hand

ose during manipulation were not considered. 

Probabilistic approaches have been extensively used for reason-

ng upon relationships and dependencies among objects, motion,

nd human activities. Gupta et al. [34,35] proposed a Bayesian net-

ork model for integrating the appearance of manipulated objects,

uman motion, and reactions of objects. They estimate reach and

anipulation motion by using hand trajectories as well as hidden

arkov models (HMMs). The Bayesian network integrates all of

his information and makes a final decision to recognize objects

nd human activities. Following a similar probabilistic integration

pproach, Ryoo and Aggarwal [36] proposed a framework for the

ecognition of high-level activities. They introduced an additional

emantic layer providing feedback to the modules for object iden-

ification and motion estimation leading to an improvement of ob-

ect recognition rates and better motion estimation. Nevertheless,

he subjects’ articulated body pose was not considered as input

ata, leading to applications in a restricted task-specific domain

uch as airport video surveillance. Other research studies have

odeled the mutual context between objects and human pose

hrough graphical models such as Conditional Random Fields (CRF)

24,37,38] . These types of models suffer from high computational

omplexity and require a fine-grained segmentation of the action

equences. 

Motivated by the fact that the visual recognition of complex hu-

an poses and the identification of objects in realistic scenes are

xtremely hard tasks, additional methods rely on extracting novel

ow-level visual features. Yao and Fei-Fei [39] proposed a set of so-

histicated visual features called Grouplet which captures spatial

rganization of image patches encoded through SIFT descriptors

40] . Their method is able to distinguish between interactions or

ust co-occurrences of humans and objects in an image, but no ap-

lications on video data have been reported. Aksoy et al. [41] pro-

osed the semantic event chains (SEC): a matrix whose entries rep-

esent the spatial relation between extracted image segments for

very video frame. Action classification is obtained in an unsu-

ervised way through maximal similarity. While this method is

uitable for teaching object manipulation commands to robots, the

epresentation of the visual stimuli does not allow for reasoning

pon semantic aspects such as the congruence of the action being

erformed on a certain object. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed architecture. (A) Processing of the body postures. A set of local features that encode the posture of upper body limbs is extracted and fed 

to the GWR b networks. (B) The input for the object recognition module is the RGB image of the manipulated object. The region of interest is automatically extracted through 

a point-cloud-based table-top segmentation. The object is represented as a compact feature vector and is fed to the GWR o network which classifies the object. (C) The last 

network, GWR a , learns the combinations of body postures and the object(s) involved in an action. (D) Action labels are associated with each neuron in the GWR a network in 

order to evaluate the architecture’s action classification performance. 
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Early attempts to apply neural networks for the problem of

understanding human-object interactions from visual perception

yielded promising results. Shimozaki and Kuniyoshi [42] proposed

a SOM-based hierarchical architecture capable of integrating object

categories, spatial relations, and movement and it was shown to

perform well on simple 2D scenes of ball handling actions. How-

ever, the literature suggests that compared to the static image

domain, there is limited work on understanding human-object re-

lationships from video data sequences with neural network archi-

tectures [43,44] . 

Systems for the estimation of articulated human body pose

from 2D image sequences struggle through a great number of chal-

lenges such as changes in ambient illumination, occlusion of body

parts and the enduring problem of segmentation. The combination

of RGB with depth information, provided by low-cost depth sens-

ing devices such as Microsoft Kinect and Asus Xtion cameras, has

shown computational efficiency in sensory data processing and has

boosted a number of vision-based applications [45] . This sensor

technology provides depth measurements which are used to ob-

tain reliable estimations of 3D human body pose and tracking of

body limbs in cluttered environments. Applications of this type of

technology have led to the successful classification of full-body ac-

tions and recognition of hand gestures [27] . However, a limitation

of skeletal features is the lack of information about surrounding

objects. Wang et al. [46] proposed a new 3D appearance feature

called local occupancy pattern (LOP) describing the depth appear-

ance in the neighborhood of a 3D joint, and thus capturing the

relations between the human body parts, e.g. hands, and the en-

vironmental objects that the person is interacting with. Although

their method produces state-of-the-art results, the identity of the

objects is completely ignored, and the discriminative power of such

features is unclear when the objects being manipulated are small

or partially occluded. 

3. Methodology 

The proposed architecture consists of two main network

streams processing separately visual representations of the body

postures and of the manipulated objects. The information from the

two streams is then combined for developing action-object map-

pings. The building block of our architecture is the GWR network

[17] , which is a growing extension of the self-organizing networks
ith competitive learning. An overview of the architecture is de-

icted in Fig. 1 . 

The body pose cue is processed under the assumption that

ction-selective neurons are sensitive to the temporal order of pro-

otypical patterns. Therefore, the output of the body pose process-

ng stream is computed by concatenating consecutively activated

eurons of GWR b , with a sliding time window technique. The ob-

ect appearance cue is processed in order to have topological ar-

angements in GWR o where different 2D views of 3D objects as

ell as different instances of the same object category are mapped

o proximal neurons in the prototypes domain. The advantage of

aving such a topological arrangement consists in mapping any un-

een view of a known object into the corresponding views learned

uring the training. This capability resembles, to some extent, bi-

logical mechanisms for learning the three-dimensional objects in

he human brain [7,47,48] . Moreover, prototype-based learning ap-

roaches are supported by psychological studies claiming that se-

antic categories in the brain are represented by a set of most

ypical examples of these categories [16] . For evaluating the archi-

ecture in terms of classification of human-object interaction activ-

ties, semantic labels are assigned to prototype neurons in GWR a 
y extending the GWR algorithm with a labeling strategy. 

.1. Learning with the GWR algorithm 

Input-driven self-organization is an unsupervised mechanism

hat learns the input probability distribution through a finite set

f prototype vectors. Unlike traditional vector quantization (VQ)

ethods, self-organizing neural networks such as the SOM [22] ,

he neural gas (NG) [49] as well as their growing extensions such

s the growing neural gas (GNG) [50] and the GWR algorithm

17] , associate these prototype vectors with neurons that adap-

ively form topology preserving maps of the input space in an un-

upervised fashion, i.e., similar inputs are mapped to neurons that

re near to each other on the map. This process of topology preser-

ation is motivated by similar neural mechanisms found in multi-

le cortical areas of the brainx [15] . 

Growing self-organizing networks learn incrementally and can

dd (or remove) neurons according to different criteria. Unlike the

NG algorithm, the neural growth of the GWR algorithm is not

onstant but rather depends on the overall network activation with

espect to the input. This leads to a faster convergence and makes
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Fig. 2. Schematic description of the hierarchical learning and of the association of 

action labels (not all neurons and connections are shown). At each time step t , the 

input data sample x (t) is represented by the weight w of the winner neuron which 

is then concatenated with the previous winner neuron weights (two previous neu- 

rons in this example) and the category label of the object l i o in order to compute the 

winner neuron in GWR a . Each GWR a neuron is associated with a histogram of action 

categories, and the most frequently matched class will be the recognized action. 
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he GWR algorithm more suitable for learning representations of

on-stationary datasets while being less susceptible to noise. 

The GWR network is composed of a set of neurons associated

ith a weight vector and a set of edges that link the neurons

orming neighborhood relationships. The network starts with a set

f two neurons randomly initialized and, during the learning it-

rations, both neurons and edges can be created, updated, or re-

oved. Given an input data sample x (t) , the index b of the best-

atching unit (BMU) is given by: 

 = arg min 

j∈ W 

|| x (t) − w j || , (1)

here w j is the weight vector of the neuron j and W is the set of

ll neurons. The activity of the network a is computed as a func-

ion of the Euclidean distance between the BMU, w b , and the input

ata sample x (t) at time step t : 

 = exp ( −|| x ( t) − w b || ) . (2)

ew neurons are added when the activity of the BMU is lower

han an insertion threshold a T . This parameter modulates the

mount of generalization, i.e., the largest discrepancy between an

ncoming stimulus and its BMU. Edges are created between two

eurons with the smallest distance from the input data sample,

amely the first and the second BMUs. Rarely activated edges (af-

er a max iterations) and neurons without edges are removed. More-

ver, a firing rate mechanism that measures how often each neu-

on has been activated by the input leads to a sufficient training

efore new neurons are created. The firing rate is initially set to

ero and than decreases every time a neuron and its neighbors are

ctivated in the following way: 

h i = τi · κ · (1 − h i ) − τi , (3)

here τ i , and κ are the constants controlling the behaviour of

he decreasing function curve of the firing counter. Typically, the

constant is set higher for the BMU ( τ b ) than for its topological

eighbors ( τ i ). Given an input data sample x (t) , if no new neurons

re added, the weights of the winner neuron and its neighbors are

pdated as follows: 

w i = εi · h i · ( x (t) − w i ) , (4)

here ε i and h i are the constant learning rate and the firing

ounter variable. The learning of the GWR algorithm stops when

 given criterion is met, e.g., a maximum network size or a maxi-

um number of learning epochs. 

.2. Hierarchical learning 

We adopt hierarchical GWR learning [18] for the data process-

ng and subsequent action-object integration. Hierarchical training

s carried out layer-wise and in an offline manner with batch learn-

ng. We first extract body pose, A , and object features, O , from the

raining image sequences, T (see Section 3.4 ). The obtained data

s processed by training the first layer of the proposed architec-

ure, i.e., GWR b is trained with body pose data and GWR o with ob-

ects ( Fig. 1 ). After training is completed, the GWR b network will

ave created a set of neurons tuned to prototype body pose con-

gurations, and the GWR o network will have learned to classify ob-

ects appearing in each action sequence. 

The next step is to generate a new dataset T ∗ for the GWR a 
etwork that integrates information coming from both streams

 Fig. 2 ). In order to encode spatiotemporal dependencies within

he body pose prototypes space, we compute trajectories of the

WR b best-matching units when having as input training action se-

uences. For all body pose frames x i ∈ A, the best-matching units

re calculated as in Eq. (1) and the corresponding neuron weights
re concatenated following a temporal sliding window technique,

s follows: 

( x i ) = b( x i ) � b( x i −1 ) � ... � b( x i −q +1 ) , i ∈ [ q, m ] , (5)

here � denotes the concatenation operation, m is the total num-

er of training frames, and q is the width of the time window. We

ill refer to the computed ψ( x i ) by the name action segment . 

The object data y ∈ O extracted from each action sequence is

rovided as input to the GWR o network and the best-matching

nits b( y ) are calculated as in Eq. (1) . Objects are extracted only

t the beginning of an action sequence. Therefore, the object

epresentations to be learned contain no temporal information

nd the computation of neural activation trajectories, reported in

q. (5) , is not performed. The label of the GWR o best-matching unit

s represented in the form of one-hot encoding, i.e., a vectorial rep-

esentation in which all elements are zero except the ones with

he index corresponding to the recognized objects’ category. When

ore than one object appears in one action sequence, the object

ata processing and classification with GWR o is repeated as many

imes as the number of additional objects. The resulting one-hot-

ncoded labels are merged into one fixed dimension vector for the

ollowing integration step. 

Finally, the new dataset T ∗ is computed by concatenating each

ction segment ψ( x i ) with the label of the corresponding object

 o ( y ) as follows: 

 

∗ = { φu ( x i ) ≡ ψ( x i ) � l o ( y ) ; x i ∈ A, y ∈ O, u ∈ [ q, m − q ] } . (6)

ach pair φu , which we will refer to as an action-object segment,

ncodes both temporally-ordered body pose sequences and the

dentity of the object being manipulated during the action se-

uence. The GWR a network is then trained with the newly com-

uted dataset T ∗, thereby learning the provided action-object pairs.

The resulting representative vectors of body pose can have a

ery high dimension which further increases when concatenating

hem through the temporal window technique. Methods based on

he Euclidean distance metric, as in our case, are shown to have a

erformance degradation when data lies in high-dimensional space

51] . Therefore, we apply the principal component analysis ( PCA )

imensionality reduction technique to the neural weights of GWR b .

he number of principal components is chosen as a trade-off be-

ween accounting for the greatest variance in the set of weights

nd having a smaller dimensional discrepancy with the object’s la-

el. The new basis is then used to project weights of activated neu-
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1 Dense SIFT from VLFeat library: http://www.vlfeat.org/ . 
rons in GWR b before the concatenation of the activation trajectories

and the subsequent integration step. 

3.3. Classification 

We extend the GWR algorithm with a labeling strategy for clas-

sification tasks while keeping the learning process unsupervised.

We use a simple method based on the majority vote strategy as

in [52] . For each neuron n i , we store information about the cate-

gory of the data points it has matched during the training phase.

Thus, each neuron is associated with a histogram hist ( c, n i ) count-

ing all cases of seeing a sequence with an assigned specific la-

bel c . Additionally, the histograms are normalized by scaling the

bins with the corresponding inverse class frequency f c and with

the inverse neuron activation frequency f a,n i . In this way, class la-

bels that appear less during training are not penalized, and the

vote of the neurons is weighed equally regardless of how often

they have fired. When the training phase is complete, each neuron

that has fired during training, i.e., BMUs, will be associated with a

histogram: 

H i = 

1 

f c · f a,n i 

· hist(c, n i ) . (7)

At recognition time, given a test action sequence with length k , the

best-matching units are computed for each frame and the action

label l is given by: 

l = arg max 
c 

( 

k ∑ 

i =1 

H b i 

) 

. (8)

The classification of non-temporal data, e.g. object classification

with the GWR o network, is performed by applying majority vote

only on the histogram associated to one best-matching unit H bmu .

This is a special case of Eq. (8) , considering that k = 1 for non-

temporal data. 

In our case, action sequences are composed of smaller action-

object segments as described in Section 3.2 . Thus, the majority

vote labeling technique described so far is applied as follows. Let

us assume we have a set of activity labels L a along with our train-

ing data, for instance, drinking and eating . Therefore, each action-

object segment φ ∈ T ∗ will be assigned with one of these labels and

one action sequence will have the following form: 

� = { (φ1 , l 
j 
a ) , . . . , (φk , l 

j 
a ) , l 

j 
a ∈ L a } , (9)

where l 
j 
a is the activity label and k is the number of action-object

segments included in the sequence. During training of the GWR a 
network on the action sequence �, the label l a 

j 
will be added to

the histogram of the neurons activated for each of its compos-

ing segment φ. After the training is complete, the action sequence

� will be classified according to the majority vote strategy (see

Fig. 2 ). It should be noted that the association of neurons with

symbolic labels does not affect the formation of topological ar-

rangements in the network. Therefore, our approach for the clas-

sification of objects and actions remains unsupervised. 

3.4. Feature extraction 

3.4.1. Body pose features 

Visual identification and segmentation of body pose from RGB

videos are challenging due to the spatial transformations compro-

mising the appearances, such as translations, the difference in the

point of view, changes in ambient illumination, and occlusions.

For this reason, we use depth sensor technologies, such as the

Asus Xtion camera, which provide us with reliable estimations of
hree-dimensional articulated body pose and motion even in real-

orld environments. Moreover, three-dimensional skeletal repre-

entations are the most straightforward way of achieving invari-

nce to the subjects’ appearance and body size. We consider only

he position of the upper body joints ( shoulders, elbows, hands , cen-

er of torso, neck and head ), given that they carry more significant

nformation (than for instance the feet and knee joints) about the

uman-object interactions we focus on in this paper. However, nei-

her the number of considered joints nor the dimensionality of the

nput data limits the application of our architecture for the recog-

ition of human-object interactions. 

We extract the skeletal quad features [53] , which are invariant

ith respect to location, viewpoint as well as body-orientation.

hese features are built upon the concept of geometric hashing

nd have shown promising results for the recognition of actions

nd hand gestures. Given a quadruple of body joints { J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , J 4 }

here J i ∈ R 

3 , a local coordinate system is built by making J 1 the

rigin and mapping J 2 onto the vector [1, 1, 1] T . The position of the

ther two joints J 3 and J 4 are calculated with respect to the local

oordinate system and are concatenated in a 6-dimensional vector

 ̂

 j 3 , 1 , ˆ j 3 , 2 , ˆ j 3 , 3 , ˆ j 4 , 1 , ˆ j 4 , 2 , ˆ j 4 , 3 ] . The latter becomes the compact rep-

esentation of the four body joints’ position. We empirically select

wo quadruples of joints: [ center torso, neck, left hand, left elbow ]

nd [ center torso, neck, right hand, right elbow ]. This means that the

ositions of the hands and elbows are encoded with respect to the

orso center and neck. We choose the neck instead of the head po-

ition due to the noisy tracking of the head caused by occlusions

uring actions such as eating and drinking . 

Composing such holistic body pose vectors, i.e., concatenations

f joint positions, is quite convenient when employing a GWR net-

ork for the learning. In the case of missing joints in a data frame,

ue to, for example, noise or body occlusion, the best-matching

nit for that input vector can be computed omitting the missing

arts of the body pose vector. Self organizing networks, such as

OMs and the GWR networks as their growing extension, are able

o operate robustly in the case of missing values [54] . 

.4.2. Object features 

The natural variations in RGB images such as variations in size,

otation, and lighting conditions, are usually so wide that ob-

ects cannot be compared to each other simply based on the im-

ges’ pixel intensities. For this reason, we extract visual features

rom the object images in the following way. We extract dense

IFT features, which are not more than SIFT descriptors [40] com-

uted at crossing points of fixed grids superimposed on each ob-

ect image 1 . SIFT features have been successfully applied to the

roblem of unsupervised object classification [55] and for learning

pproaches based on self-organization [56] . Moreover, SIFT descrip-

ors are known to be, to some extent, robust to changes in illu-

ination and image distortion. Multiple descriptors with four dif-

erent window sizes are computed on every image in order to

ccount for scale invariance between images. The orientation of

ach of these descriptors is fixed and this relaxes the descriptors’

nvariance with respect to the object’s rotation. With this kind of

epresentation, we can train the GWR o network and obtain neu-

ons tuned to different object views, yet invariant to translation

nd scale. 

We perform quantization followed by an image encoding step

n order to have a fixed-dimensional vectorial representation of

ach object image. This is necessary since, during training of the

WR o network, the objects are compared to each other through a

ectorial metric, namely the Euclidean distance. We apply the Vec-

or of Locally Aggregated Descriptors (VLAD) [57] encoding method

http://www.vlfeat.org/
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the steps for encoding object images with the VLAD encoding 

method. 

Table 1 

Training parameters of the GWR b , GWR o and GWR a 
networks of our architecture for the classification of 

human-object interactions. 

Parameter Value 

Insertion Threshold a T = { 0 . 98 , 0 . 98 , 0 . 9 } 
Firing Threshold f T = 0 . 1 

Learning rates εb = 0 . 1 , εi = 0 . 01 

Firing rate behavior τb = 0 . 3 , τi = 0 . 1 , κ = 1 . 05 

Maximum edge age a max = 100 

Training epochs 300 
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Fig. 4. Examples of sequences of skeleton joints and objects taken from the transi- 

tive actions dataset. The object category labels are: can, mug, biscuit box and phone . 
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2 OpenNI/NITE: http://www.openni.org/software . 
3 Point Cloud Library: http://www.pointclouds.org/ . 
 Fig. 3 ) which has shown higher discriminative power than the

xtensively used Bag of Visual Features (BoF) [58,59] . The BoF

ethod simply computes a histogram of the local descriptors by

ard assignment to a dictionary of visual words, whereas the VLAD

ethod computes and traces the differences of all local descriptors

ssigned to each visual word. 

.5. Training 

In Table 1 , we report the parameters used for training the pro-

osed neural architecture throughout the experiments presented in

ection 4 . The selection of the range of parameters is made empir-

cally while also considering the GWR algorithm learning factors.

he parameters that we fix across all layers are the constants con-

rolling the decrease function of the firing rate variable ( τ b , τ i and

), the learning rates for the weights’ update function ( εb and ε i )

nd the threshold for the maximum age of the edges ( a max ). We set

 higher insertion threshold parameter for the data processing lay-

rs, i.e., GWR b and GWR o , than for the integration layer GWR a . The

igher value chosen for the GWR b and GWR o networks leads to a

reater number of neurons created and a better representation of

he input data as a result, whereas the slightly lower value for the

WR a seeks to generate a set of neurons that tolerate more dis-

repancy in the input and generalize relatively more. The insertion

hreshold parameters are very close to each other and very close

o 1, but their impact is not imperceptible given that the input data

re normalized, i.e., take values within the interval [0, 1]. We train

ach network for 300 epochs over the whole dataset in order to

nsure convergence, during which the response of the networks to

he input shows little to no significant modifications. 

In addition to the aforementioned parameters, the sliding win-

ow mechanism applied to processed body pose data also has an

mpact on the growth of the GWR a network. Wider windows lead

o the creation of more neurons, albeit the slightly lower number

f data samples. This is an understandable consequence of the fact

hat the more temporal frames included in each time window, the

igher the variance of the resulting data and the more prototype

eurons created as a consequence. However, this parameter has to
e set empirically according to the experimental training data dis-

ribution. We report the time window width parameter we set in

ach of our experiments in the following sections. 

. Experimental results 

We evaluated the proposed neural architecture both on the

ransitive actions dataset ( Fig. 4 ) that we have acquired for the pur-

ose of this study and on a publicly available action benchmark

ataset provided by the Cornell University, CAD-120 [24] . In this

ection, we provide details on both datasets, the classification per-

ormances obtained on these datasets, a quantitative evaluation of

he integration module in the case of incongruent action-object

airs and a comparative evaluation on CAD-120. 

.1. Experiments with the transitive actions dataset 

.1.1. Data collection 

We collected a dataset of the following daily activities: picking

p (an object), drinking (from a container like a mug or a can), eat-

ng (an object like a cookie) and talking on the phone ( Fig. 4 ). The

ctions were performed by 6 participants that were given no ex-

licit indication of the purpose of the study nor instructions on

ow to perform the actions. The dataset was collected with an

sus Xtion depth sensor that provides synchronized RGB and depth

rames at a frame rate of 30 fps. The distance of each participant

rom the sensor was not fixed but maintained within the maxi-

um range for the proper functioning of the depth sensor. The

racking of the skeleton joints was provided by the OpenNI frame-

ork 2 . To attenuate noise, we computed the median value for each

ody joint every 3 frames resulting in 10 joint position vectors per

econd. We added a mirrored version of all action samples to ob-

ain invariance to actions performed with either the right or the

eft hand. Action labels were then manually annotated. 

The manipulated objects were segmented from each video us-

ng a point-cloud-based table-top segmentation algorithm 

3 , which

http://www.openni.org/software
http://www.pointclouds.org/
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Fig. 5. Neural weights of the GWR o network after having been trained with the 

objects from the transitive actions dataset. The first two principal components have 

been chosen for the visualization in two dimensions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Classification results on the transitive actions dataset. Illustrated are preci- 

sion, recall, and F1-score, averaged over 6 trials of cross-validation when using only 

the body pose information. When using the manipulated object identity, given by 

the object recognition module GWR o , we obtained a value of 100% for the reported 

classification performance measures. 
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extracts possible clusters on top of a plane surface, e.g., on the

table. False positives obtained through the automatic segmenta-

tion were then manually deleted. Finally, the obtained images were

used as training data for the object recognition module of our ar-

chitecture. 

4.1.2. Classification results 

We now assess the performance of the proposed neural

architecture for the classification of the actions described in

Section 4.1.1 . In particular, we want to evaluate the importance of

the identity of the manipulated object(s) in disambiguating the ac-

tivity that a subject performs. For this purpose, we conducted two

separate experiments, whereby we process body pose cues alone

and in combination with recognized objects. Moreover, to further

exclude any possible bias towards a particular subject, we followed

a leave-one-subject-out strategy. Therefore, six different trials were

designed by using video sequences of the first five subjects for

training and using the remaining subject for the testing phase. This

type of cross-validation is quite challenging since different subjects

perform the same action in a different manner and with a different

velocity. 

We trained each GWR network with the learning parameters re-

ported in Section 3.5 . Since this dataset is composed of short tem-

poral sequences, a time window of five frames was chosen for the

concatenation of the processed body cues. This led to action-object

segments of 0.5 seconds, considering 10 frames per second. When

the training of the whole architecture was complete, the number

of neurons reached for an input containing ≈ 6500 video frames

was: 170 neurons for the GWR b network, 182 for GWR o and for the

GWR a network the number varied from 90 to 120 across different

trials. 

A plot showing the neural weights of the GWR o network is de-

picted in Fig. 5 . Given that the neural weights have a high dimen-

sionality, i.e., the dimensionality of the VLAD descriptors, for illus-

tration purposes we performed principal component analysis (PCA)

and show the first two principal components. As it can be seen

from the plot, the neurons are topologically organized into clusters

composed of different 2D views of the objects as well as different

instances of the same object category. This is quite advantageous

for our architecture since it allows for generalization towards un-

seen object views and, to some extent, towards unseen object in-
tances. The overlap between the can and mug clusters suggests

hat the visual appearance of these object categories is more simi-

ar than compared to the others and, as a consequence, can be con-

used. However, this does not affect the action classification perfor-

ance, since both of the objects are involved in the same activity,

amely drinking . 

We report precision, recall, and F1-score [60] for each class of

ctivity, averaged over all six trials in Fig. 6 . We obtained values

qual to 100% when using the objects’ identity information and

ower percentage values when using only body pose. As expected,

he increase of the classification performance is more significant

or those cases where the body pose introduces ambiguity, e.g.,

rinking, eating, talking on the phone . For the picking up activity,

n the other hand, the difference in the classification performance

s marginal due to the fact that this action can be performed on all

f the objects and the identity of a specific object does not play a

ecisive role. 

.1.3. Experiments with incongruent action-object pairs 

In addition to the classification experiments, we carried out

 qualitative evaluation of the integration module when given in

nput test data sequences of incongruent action-object pairs. We

onsider incongruent pairs to be unusual or functionally irrelevant

ombinations of actions with objects, e.g. drinking with a telephone

r eating with a can . Interestingly, fMRI studies on human brain

ave found several regions affected by object-action congruence

14] . The neural response in these areas is greater for actions per-

ormed on appropriate objects as opposed to unusual actions per-

ormed on the same objects. For this experiment, we artificially

reated a test dataset, for which we replaced the image of the ob-

ect being manipulated in each video sequence with the image of

n incongruent object extracted from a different action video. 

We analyzed the activation values of the GWR a BMUs ( Eq. (2) )

n both the original action sequence and the manipulated one. A

ew examples of the obtained neural activations are illustrated in

ig. 7 . We observed that the activations were typically relatively

ow for the incongruent samples. This can be explained by the fact

hat the GWR a prototypes represent the joint distribution of ac-

ion segments and congruent objects taken from the congruent set.

he activation of the network is expected to be lower when the

nput has been taken from a different data distribution than the

ne the model has learned to fit. The incongruent samples yield a

igher discrepancy with respect to the prototype neurons, thereby

eading to a lower network activation. However, we also noticed

ome exceptions, e.g., the incongruent pair < talking on the phone,

an > depicted in Fig. 7 (c). In this case, we can observe that the

etwork activation becomes higher for the incongruent input at a

ertain point of the sequence, i.e., at a certain action-object seg-

ent. Nevertheless, a decreased network activation on the congru-

nt input indicates that the network has a high quantization error

or that particular action-object segment. 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the GWR a network activations when having as input an action 

sequence combined with an incongruent object (in red) and one combined with the 

congruent one (in blue). The y axis represents the activation values, with 1 being 

the highest, and the x axis represents the number of frames of the illustrated data 

sequences. The number of frames can vary among different actions, e.g. the action 

eating is typically shorter than talking on the phone and drinking . (For interpretation 

of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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Fig. 8. Examples of high-level activities from CAD-120 dataset [24] , ordered in each 

row: microwaving food, taking food, stacking objects, unstacking objects, arranging ob- 

jects, picking objects, cleaning objects, taking medicine . 

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix for the 10 high-level activities of CAD-120 dataset. 
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It should be noted that a small quantization error of the GWR

etwork is not a requirement for a good performance in the ac-

ion classification task. As described in Section 3.3 , the classifica-

ion of an action sequence is performed by considering the label

istograms associated with the activated neurons. We can also no-

ice some cases where the network activation on the incongruent

nput is not significantly low at the beginning of the sequence, but

ven slightly higher in the case of < eating, phone > ( Fig. 7 (b)). A

eason for this is the similar motion of the hand holding the ob-

ect towards the head which may precede both eating and talking

n the phone activities. Therefore, exchanging the object biscuit box

ith phone for the initial action segments has from little to no im-

act on the network’s response. 

.2. Experiments with CAD-120 

We evaluated the classification performance of our architec-

ure on the publicly available benchmark dataset CAD-120 ( Fig. 8 ).

his dataset consists of 120 RGB-D videos of 10 long daily activi-

ies: arranging objects, cleaning objects, having meal, making cereal ,

icrowaving food, picking objects, stacking objects, taking food, tak-

ng medicine and unstacking objects . These activities are performed

y four different subjects (two males, two females and, of these

our, one left-handed) repeating each action three to four times.

ach video is annotated with the human skeleton tracks and the

osition of the manipulated objects across frames. 

We computed skeletal quad features (described in Section 3.2 )

or the encoding of the pose of the upper body, based on the three-

imensional position of skeletal joints provided in the dataset. Ad-

itionally, we extracted RGB images of manipulated objects from

ach frame and encoded them through VLAD encoding technique

s described in Section 3.2 . For the concatenation of the processed

ody pose cues, a time window of nine frames was chosen. Since

e down-sample the activity video frames to a rate of 10 fps, this

eads to an action-object segment having a temporal duration of

.9 s. After training the whole architecture with an input data of
18.0 0 0 frames, the number of neurons reached in each GWR net-

ork was 460 for GWR b , 410 for GWR o , while for GWR a the num-

er varied from ≈ 3200 to ≈ 3700 across different trials of the

ross-validation. 

In Fig. 9 , we show the confusion matrix for the 10 high-level

ctivities of this dataset. We inspected that the activities inter-

hanged by our model were the ones including the same category

f objects and similar body motions, e.g., stacking objects and un-

tacking objects, microwaving food and taking food . Also, the activity

f picking objects was often confused with arranging objects , due to

he fact that body pose segments of the first are similar to the ones
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Table 2 

Results on the CAD-120 dataset for the recognition of 10 high-level activities. Re- 

ported are accuracy, precision and recall (in percentage) averaged over 4-fold cross- 

validation experiments. For comparison, we have included which of the reported 

methods is unsupervised (U), performs object recognition for the classification of 

the activities (O.Rec.) or relies on object tracking (O.Tr.). 

Algorithm U O. Rec. O. Tr. Acc. Prec. Rec. 

Koppula et al. [64] , ( CRF , SVM ) − − � 83.1 87.0 82.7 

Koppula et al. [24] , ( CRF , SVM ) − − � 80.6 81.8 80.0 

Our approach, (GWR) � � − 79.0 80.5 78.5 

Rybok et al. [63] , ( SVM ) − � − 78.2 − −
Tayyub et al. [65] , ( SVM ) − − � 75.8 77.9 75.4 
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preceding the activity of arranging objects . In Table 2 , we show a

comparison of our results with the state of the art on the CAD-120

dataset with accuracy, precision, and recall as evaluation metrics.

We obtained 79% of accuracy, 80.5% of precision, and 78.5% of re-

call. 

We reported only the approaches that do not use ground-truth

temporal segmentation of the activities into smaller atomic actions

or sub-activities [61,62] . Our results are comparable with Rybok

et al. [63] . Similar to our work, their method considers objects’

appearance as contextual information which is then concatenated

with body motion features represented as a bag of words. The

best results were obtained by Koppula and Saxena [64] , reporting

83.1% of accuracy, 87% of precision and 82.7% of recall. In their

work, spatiotemporal dependencies between actions and objects

are modelled by a Conditional Random Field (CRF) which com-

bines and learns the relationship between a number of different

features such as the coordinates of the object’s centroid, the total

displacement and the total distance moved by the object’s centroid

in each temporal segment, the difference in ( x, y, z ) coordinates of

the object and skeleton joint locations and their distances. After

the generation of the graph which models spatiotemporal relations,

they use a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for classifying action se-

quences. Unlike our work, they do not perform object classification

but rely on manually annotated labels. 

We assume that the tracking of the objects’ position in the

scene as well as the objects’ distance from the subject’s hand pro-

vides additional information that might improve our classification

results and is considered part of our future work. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Summary 

In this paper, we presented a self-organizing neural network

architecture that learns to recognize actions comprising human-

object interaction from RGB-D videos. Our architecture consists of

two pathways of GWR networks processing respectively body pose

and object appearance and identity, with a subsequent integration

layer learning action-object mappings. The prototype-based learn-

ing mechanism of the GWR allows to attenuate input noise and to

generalize towards unseen data samples. For the purpose of classi-

fication, we extended the GWR with a labeling technique based on

majority vote. 

The evaluation of our approach has shown good results on a

dataset of human-object interactions collected specifically for the

study of the importance of the identity of objects. The analysis

of the neural response of the integration layer showed an over-

all lower network activation when given incongruent action-object

pairs compared to the congruent pairs. Furthermore, the classifica-

tion accuracy of our unsupervised architecture on a publicly avail-

able action benchmark dataset is competitive with respect to the

supervised state-of-the-art approaches. 
.2. Self-organizing neural learning and analogies with neuroscience 

Generative approaches based on self-organization learn input

robability distribution through a finite set of reference vectors

ssociated with neurons. Moreover, they resemble the topologi-

al relationships of the input space through the neurons’ organiza-

ion. Growing self-organizing approaches such as the GNG [50] and

he GWR networks [17] are characterized by a dynamic topological

tructure able to adapt toward the input data space through the

echanism of the competitive Hebbian learning [66] . Unlike the

NG, where the network grows at a constant rate, the GWR al-

orithm is equipped with a learning mechanism that creates new

eurons whenever the current input is not well represented by the

rototype neurons. 

We extended the GWR algorithm, which processes input data

ectors in the spatial domain, to the processing of temporal data

y the mechanism of the temporal sliding window [19] . The tem-

orally ordered neural activations obtained through this technique

esemble the motion pattern encodings through the snapshot neu-

ons found in the STS area of the brain [10] . From the compu-

ational perspective, the sliding window technique allows for the

xtrapolation of spatiotemporal dependencies in the data se-

uences. The use of prototype-based representations for objects is

otivated by psychological studies on the nature of human catego-

ization [16] . According to the exemplar-based theory, categories of

bjects and concepts are typically learned as a set of prototypical

xamples and the similarity, or the so-called family resemblance,

s used for class association. 

Finally, the use of the GWR for integrating information about

ction and objects produced a behavior resembling the action-

elective neural circuits which show sensitivity to the congruence

f the action being performed on an object [14] . 

.3. Future work 

In this work, we focused on a two-pathway hierarchy for learn-

ng human-object interactions represented as a combination of

pper body pose configurations and objects’ category labels. How-

ver, in order to reduce the computational complexity of the ar-

hitecture, we have excluded an important component: the mo-

ion information. Results from other approaches on recognition

f human-object interactions and on the learning of object affor-

ances [24,38] have shown that tracking the object’s position and

patial relationship with respect to the body can help for a better

nterpretation of this type of interaction. There is evidence from

euroscience that the observation of using a tool activates areas of

he lateral temporal cortex in the human brain which is engaged in

erceiving and storing information about motion [5] . Neural mech-

nisms for the processing of human body motion are also believed

o contribute to action discrimination in general [10] . Therefore, a

ossible next step is to extend our model by including motion in-

ormation. 

An additional future work direction is the introduction of re-

urrent connections in the GWR networks for the purpose of tem-

oral sequence processing. Recurrence in self-organizing networks

as been extensively investigated and applied to temporal data

lassification [52,67] . In the current implementation, temporal de-

endencies are encoded and learned by hard assignments to time

indows. However, the concatenation of perceptual feature vec-

ors may lead to very high-dimensional spaces, whereby methods

ased on a Euclidean distance metric are known to perform worse

51] . 

In our current work, we used depth information for the effi-

ient extraction of a three-dimensional skeleton model. However,

hen dealing with more complex activities such as human-object

nteractions, this type of depth representation may be subject to a
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umber of issues such as a highly noisy skeleton due to body self-

cclusions when manipulating an object. Therefore, future work

ill address the limitations of this hand-crafted feature extraction

ith a neural architecture able to extract visual features from raw

mages, e.g., with the use of deep neural network self-organization

67] . 

Finally, the results reported in this paper motivate future work

owards the integration of our learning system into a robotic plat-

orm and its evaluation in real-world scenarios such as learning by

mitation tasks or human-robot assistance in natural environments.
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